SENĆOTEN Number Card Project
-shared by Sara Salemink on behalf of our school team-
(contact- ssalemink@saanichschools.ca)

Our team of educators created a resource to use in our Kindergarten classrooms which presents the numbers 1-10 in a locally meaningful way. In collaboration with a local artist, our team created cards for the numbers NEȾE through OPEN with artwork on the front and ten frames on the back. These cards have been shared with each class in our school, the original artwork will be framed and displayed in our Eagle’s Nest (multi use collaboration space), and will be also shared with each Kindergarten class across our school district.

We are committed to a school wide focus of increasing our students’ access to our local language, SENĆOTEN, and exposure to Indigenous art, as seen to the right when we were fortunate to have the Salish Weave collection here. We hope in sharing our locally developed resource that you might be inspired to do the same in your context!